Abstract. A program property is a predicate on programs. In this paper we explore program properties for safety, progress and parallel composition, of the form U ~ V where U and V are either predicates on states of a program or program properties, and ~ satisfies three rules that are also enjoyed by implication. We show how such properties can be used to reason about concurrent programs. Our motivation is to explore methods of reasoning based on a very small number of widely-known rules.
Introduction
Let U and V be predicates on a space g associated with a program. We define an operator ~ on predicates on g, where U ~ V is a predicate on programs. We use the notation (U -" V).P for the boolean which is the application of programpredicate U -" V to program P. The familiar Hoare triple, {U} P {V}, is an example of such a boolean [Hoa69] . We explore operators for safety, progress and parallel composition, that satisfy three rules that are also enjoyed by implication. In the case of operators for safety and progress, g is the space of program states. In the case of the operator for parallel composition, g is the space of programs.
Rules
We follow the notation of Dijkstra and Scholten [Dij90] in using square brackets for universal quantification over the space of discourse.
Next, we present the three rules. Disjunction For any predicate V on Y and any set X of predicates on Y (where X can be empty or infinite):
Therefore, For any predicates Uo, U 1 and V:
Conjunction For any predicate U on Y and any set X of predicates on Y, where X can be empty and we postpone consideration of whether X can be infinite:
Therefore, for any predicates Yo, V1 and U:
Transitivity For any predicates U, V and W on Y:
Derived Formulae
(2)
Here are a few examples of the many formulae that can be derived from the three rules.
Operator ~ is antimonotonic with respect to its left operand: For any predicates U, U' and Von:/':
Operator ~ is monotonic with respect to its right operand: For any predicates U, V and V' on Y.
Programs
A program is a pair:
1. a finite nonempty set of typed variables, and 2. a finite, non empty set of statements. 
Program Properties

Progress
We introduce a program property, U ~ V, read as "U to always V," where U and V are predicates on states of the program. The boolean (U ~ V).P holds if and only if in all computations of P: if U holds at any point in the computation then there is a point in the computation after which V continues to hold forever.
This operator is an attempt at extending the ideas of pre and post conditions to infinite computations. Since a computation terminating in a state T is represented by the computation entering T, and then remaining in T forever thereafter, a postcondition is likewise represented by the condition holding forever after some point in the computation.
Consider a program P with a single integer variable x, and a single statement that decrements the value of x by 1 if x is positive, and leaves x unchanged otherwise. If x is positive at some point in any computation, then the value of x is decremented while x remains positive until eventually x becomes O. Therefore, if x is positive at any point in any computation, then there is a point in the computation after which x remains 0 forever. Hence:
We will often use auxiliary (or "ghost" variables) with the ~ operator. For example, consider a program P, in which some component process makes requests to enter a critical section, and then is eventually granted permission to enter its critical section. We will use auxiliary variables nr and np for the number of requests made and the number of permissions granted, and propose the property:
Perhaps a more "natural" way of specifying the program is to use leads-to (see [Lam91] , [Cha88]) and not use auxiliary variables. Leads-to, however, is not conjunctive.
The use of auxiliary variables that count the number of times an event occurs, in to-always properties, is akin to the use of variant functions in proving termination of loops.
Safety
This section is a brief review of material from UNITY [ChaSS] and [Mis92] .
Define a program property U co V where U and V are predicates on states, as:
Operational Meaning. If U co V is a property of a program P then in all computations of P, if U holds at any point in the computation then V holds at the next point of the computation and U is stronger than V.
For example, if the value of an integer variable x is decreased by at most 1 on each step in a program P, then:
We define a function stable from predicates on states to properties as:
If W is stable in a program, and if W holds at any point in any computation of the program, then it continues to hold forever thereafter in that computation. For instance, we denote that the value of a variable x does not change from a positive value to a non-positive value in a program P by:
Parallel Composition
This operator is motivated primarily by the hypothesis-conclusion rules in UNITY [ChaSS] and also by Jones' work on Rely-Guarantee [JonS3].
In general, temporal properties of concurrent programs are not composi-
tional. For example, (U "-+ V).P and (U >-V).Q does not necessarily imply (U"-+ V).(P IIQ).
Our goal is to develop operators that help in the compositional development of proofs for parallel programs, and of course we also want our operators to satisfy the three rules.
We define an operator >-(read "guarantees") on program properties, where U >-V is the program property defined as
The operands of the >-operator are themselves program properties. By contrast, the operands of the co and "-+ operators are predicates on program states.
We shall refer to properties of the form U "-+ V as guarantee properties. If
.P holds, we refer to the pair U, V as a hypothesis -conclusion pair for program P because if the hypothesis U holds for any program that has P as a component then the conclusion V holds for that program. A more common way of defining guarantees is: If U holds in a program pI then V holds in P I I pI ; in this view, the hypothesis is a property of the environment of P, and the conclusion is a property of P composed with its environment. Our definition is different, because in our definition U and V are properties of the same program, namely any program that has P as a component.
Example. Later, we shall discuss a program Q that has the following property:
This property states that if U V V and V are both stable in any program that has Q as a component, then U 4 V is a property of that program.
Often, the hypothesis is a safety property and the conclusion is a progress property (as it is in this example).
Combinations of Properties
In this paper we do not describe how to prove that a program has a specific property because that is described elsewhere [eha88]. Here, we limit our attention to manipulating program properties that are given to us somehow.
Properties can be combined; for instance, we can combine co, to-always and guaranee properties as in:
A specification is a property that we want our program to have, and a refinement of a specification is a stronger property. We prove that a program P satisfies a specification V by showing that P has a property U (i.e. U.P holds) where U => V.
Theory
Next we prove that each of the three operators satisfy the three rules. First, we present theorems that hold for all three operators. These theorems simplify the presentation of each operator. All three operators satisfy a certain restriction, and the theory is based on this restriction.
Restriction on Program Properties
For a program P we define predicates on spaces Y.f!1> and "C.P where for the time being we do not specify what these spaces are. We employ functions h and g from predicates on Y.f!1> to predicates on "C.P, where (i) h is universally disjunctive, (ii) g is finitely conjunctive and we postpone consideration of whether g is conjunctive over infinite sets, and (iii) g is stronger than h, see (9) - (11), respectively: h is universally disjunctive: For any set X of predicates on Y:
g is conjunctive: For any set X of predicates on Y, where X can be empty, and we postpone consideration of whether X can be infinite:
g is stronger than h: For any predicate Von Y:
The restriction on program properties. We restrict attention to program properties which can be defined as follows:
where hand g are determined by the program P and the operator --->-.
We show that (1) - (3) follow from (9) - (11), respectively.
Theorem 1: Transitivity follows from the restriction. For any predicates V, V and WonY:
{ from (11), g. V ==> h. V, and from transitivity of ==> }
Theorem 2: The disjunction rule follows from the restriction.
[(\tV: V EX:
{ interchange quantification}
Theorem 3: The conjunction rule follows from the restriction.
The conjunction rule holds for an infinite set X if g is infinitely conjunctive. Proof Very similar to the proof of the previous theorem.
Progress. Next, we propose functions g and h for the operator ~.
where hand g are defined as follows. For any computation C where C is a state and hence, h is universally disjunctive (9).
If V holds at all points of a suffix of a sequence, and V' holds at all points of a suffix of the same sequence, then V 1\ V' holds at all points of the smaller of the suffixes; therefore, g is conjunctive over finite nonempty sets. Also, g.true holds for all computations C and hence g is conjunctive over the empty set. Therefore g is finitely conjunctive (10). Formula (11) follows directly from the definitions of g and h. Hence (9) -(11) hold. Therefore (1) -(3) hold.
Theorem 5: Constrains satisfies the three rules With ~ defined as co, conditions (1) -(3) are satisfied where set X can be infinite in (2). Proof Define h to be the identity function, and g as: and f{5.P to be the set of states of P. Since h is the identity function, it is universally disjunctive. Since wp.s is universally conjunctive for all statements s of the program, g is universally conjunctive. From the definitions of g and h it follows that g is stronger than h. Therefore, (9) -(11) are satisfied. Therefore (1) -(3) hold.
Theorem 6: Guarantees satisfies the three rules With ~ defined as >-, formulae (1) - (3) hold, where set X can be infinite in (2). Proof Formulae (9) - (11) hold with f{5.P defined to be the set of all programs QIIP, all Q, and where hand g are identity functions.
Proofs of Compositions of Concurrent Programs
Inheritance of Guarantee Properties
Next, we present theorems that state that a program inherits the guarantee properties of its components.
Theorem 7: Inheritance of guarantee properties. Guarantee properties of Q are inherited by programs in which Q is a component. Corollary. A parallel composition of programs inherits the guarantee properties of all its components.
For a set of programs Po.·· P n :
Proof Follows from the last theorem, and the associativity and commutativity of parallel composition. 
Properties of Compositions of Concurrent Programs
A property V is defined to be an all-component property if and only if for any set of programs Po . .. P n such that Po I I ... IlPn is defined:
A property V is defined to be an any-component property if and only if:
An example of an any-component property is V :> V, and an example of an all-component property is V co V. A property V is an any-component property if and only if:
because if V is a property of a program P then it is also a property of any program that has P as a component. Hence, for an any-component property U and any property V
Theorem 8 suggests one way of approaching parallel program design. We can prove that the parallel composition of programs Po ... P n has property V if we can find properties Vi and all-component properties Vi such that: 
Since transient. V is an any-component property:
6. Example
Specification
The problem is a more complex version of the earliest meeting time example in [Cha88] . A parallel composition of a finite nonempty set P of professors, P = {PiIO $; i $; n}, and a secretary Sec, computes the earliest time at which all professors can meet. Time ranges over the natural numbers. Associated with Pi is a monotone nondecreasing function fi from integers to integers, where f;(t) ~ t and for any given time t, professor Pi cannot meet in the interval [t,fi(t)) and can meet at fi(t). Define get) as
Since f;(t) ~ t, all i:
Therefore, the earliest meeting time, is:
The specification states that e exists.
Since g is monotone nondecreasing and g( e) = e:
Let g(m)(t) be m successive applications of g to t, where g(O) is the identity function.
From the previous formula, for all m > 0:
Therefore:
("It: t $; e : le-t)(t) = e) Therefore:
For convenience, we define a program property asc.z (for "ascending") as follows:
and for brevity we extend the definitions to lists of integer variables as follows [asc.(yo,· .. ,Yn) 
Proof that the Program Satisfies its Specifications
Lemma. The desired property (17) follows from the conjunction of the last two formulae and weakening the left side.
Conclusion
This paper is an exercise in minimality: we explore whether a very small set of widely-know rules can form a basis for reasoning about parallel programs. Facility with manipulating matrices is based on facility with manipulating numbers. Likewise, we want to explore whether facility with reasoning about parallel programs can be obtained from facility with manipulating implication. Implication is chosen because it forms the basis for stepwise refinement of designs, and also because manipulations with it are so very familiar. There are advantages to using large foundations with hundreds of laws. Minimality has its problems; in our case, use of only these rules requires the introduction of auxiliary counting variables, and can lead to longer proofs.
The problems posed by minimality can be solved in different ways. One approach is to be a little less minimal. A specific proposal is to include leads-to because even though leads-to is not conjunctive, it has many of the other familiar properties such as disjunctivity, transitivity, antimonotonicity with respect to its left argument, and mono tonicity with respect to its right argument. Since guarantees can be used to handle ensures in UNITY, the collection of operators (with leads-to) should be sufficient for proving many programs elegantly.
Another approach is to apply the rules to a class of problems for which the rules do work well. The rules work well for networks of processes in which all shared variables are message-sequences or single-assignment variables, because the only auxiliary variables needed are the histories of modifications to the shared variables. This class of programs is important from a practical point of view, and it is certainly nice that it also admits relatively simple reasoning.
This exercise in minimality is encouraging, but certainly not conclusive. Much further exploration remains.
